
CHAPTER EIGHT 

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation attempted to establish a mathematical model for the troposphere above 
the geographical extent of Sri Lanka so that it may be conveniently used to estimate the 
tropospheric range error when GPS measurements are being made. 

The model proposed by Altshuler and Kalaghan was used for this purpose. This model 
used the surface refractivity and the angle of elevation to estimate the range error. The 
surface refractivity was obtained using the empirical formula proposed by Smith & 
Weintraub, which is a function of the surface pressure and temperature. Observation on 
surface pressure and temperature made by the Department of Meteorology were used. 

8.1 DISCUSSION ON THE TROPOSPHERIC RANGE ERROR IN 
SRI LANKA 

Due to the dependence of the tropospheric delay on the temperature and the pressure 
which show clear seasonal variations in Sri Lanka, the range error also indicates a 
seasonal variation. In addition, it also displays a slight regional variation. 

In general, all around Sri Lanka, the path delay tends to be on the high side during the 
very early and the latter parts of the year. Towards the middle of the year, it shows a 
considerable dip in most areas. Careful examination and comparison of the figures 5.1 to 
5.8 leads to the following conclusions. 

1. In the western and southern coastal areas, the path delay is lowest during the month 
of March. In the northern and the eastern part of the island, the lowest value is 
observed in the July/August/September period. In the central region, the dip is 
towards the middle of the year. 

2. In all parts of the island, the path delay is highest during the December/January 
period. 
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3. There are actually two dips in the variation of path delay during the year, one being 
more significant than the other. The first one is more significant in the western and 
southern regions while the second one is more significant in the eastern and northern 
regions. 

4. For precision surveying work that uses the GPS, the middle part of the year starting 
from March and going up to September is the best. Months of January and 
December are not recommended for any type of precision surveying work. 

5. There is little correlation between the path delay and the latitude within the 
geographical extent of the island. 

6. The path delay is almost independent of altitude. Since the highest altitude is very 
small compared to most other parts of the world, this is best treated as an observation 
which is local to the island. 

An average path delay of 2 meters is somewhat excessive compared with the values given 
in the standard error models of chapter 3 which places them around 0.7 meters. However, 
it should be noted that this value obtained through experimental data is more optimistic 
than what would have been obtained using values of refractivity given in Table 4.1. 
These give an average delay of about 5 meters. 

One important question that could be reasonably posed is about the validity of the 
meteorological data that were used in this research. The author used the meteorological 
observations obtained from the Department of Meteorology being the most reliable if not 
the only source of such data. Observations made during the year 1999 was chosen as the 
author was of the opinion that the most recent data would be the most accurate due to the 
likelihood of the latest technology having been used to obtain them. A comparison was 
made with the data of 1998 and no significant variation was observed between the two 
data sets. 

The monthly average is computed by averaging the daily readings over the period of the 
month. Here again a question arises as to how realistic would the picture given by such 
average figures be. Time average of a regularly spaced data set would give a true 
indication of the average variation only if the data does not exhibit a trend. As it is very 
well known, any type of weather data may show a significant variation over a few days. 
When they are averaged over a month, the variation during those few days may 
considerably influence the average value and give an indication that deviates 
considerably from the data that prevailed over the majority of the month. The same holds 
true for any other parameter that is a function of such data. Perhaps this could account for 
the sharp variations in the path delay at the month boundaries in the figures 5.1 to 5.8. A 
more frequent observation would have definitely given a better picture. 
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8.2 DISCUSSION ON THE SIMULATION PROGRAM 

The simulation program demonstrated the capability of a properly designed GPS receiver 
processor to self-correct tropospheric range errors. 

The hypothetical receiver, the basic design of which was shown in Figure 7.1, senses the 
surface pressure and temperature and internally computes surface refractivity. It also 
calculates the angle of elevation to each satellite being tracked using the coarse estimate 
of the position. Using these two parameters, it computes the error due to tropospheric 
refraction for each pseudorange observation. This error is corrected along with all other 
corrections made in a conventional receiver processor. 

The program simulates this receiver by treating the pseudorange observations, initial 
receiver position, satellite ephemeris, the pressure and the temperature as user inputs. It is 
intended to demonstrate the capability of the proposed receiver and is not intended for off 
line processing. In other words, this program cannot be used to make tropospheric range 
error corrections at a latter stage to data collected by a conventional receiver even if the 
data includes all the information about the satellite ephemeris, pressure, temperature and 
the pseudoranges. 

The default inputs provided for the program are based'on a realistic example of a 
positional computation, extracted from reference[3]. These should be over-ridden only 
with realistic data. User should not input arbitrary data for the satellite ephemeris because 
the satellite positions are well defined. Since the pseudorange is dependent on the satellite 
ephemeris as well as the receiver position, these two cannot be chosen arbitrarily. 
Perhaps the only data that may be chosen arbitrarily is the pressure and the temperature. 

The simulation program heavily relies on the proximity of the initial position estimate to 
the actual position, for convergence. However, the same holds true for an actual GPS 
receiver processor. Given a reasonably accurate initial estimate, equation 2.5 reproduced 
below would drive an actual GPS receiver processor towards convergence. 

gi =Pi - rt(Xi-x)2+(yi-y)2 + (Zi-z)2} - v, • (2.5) 

In equation 6.2 which is a modified version of the above, v,- is being replaced by qt which 
includes the additional correction for the tropospheric range error. In doing so, a well-
established and time-tested system is being disturbed. Unlike v„ g, is a function of the 
position as well. 

gi =Pi - J{(Xi-x)2+(yi-y)2 + (Zi-z)2} -qi (6.2) 

The purpose of the iteration is to reduce the error between the true position and the 
position estimate. Intuitively it could be reasoned that any correction to this error that 
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depends on the position estimate, the very data that is assumed to be in error and needs to 
be corrected, would definitely have an effect on the convergence. The influence of the 
additional correction on the iteration is unpredictable. Hence the author's cautionary 
remark in chapter 6 about the convergence of the program. 

8.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

The implementation of a receiver processor capable of self-correcting tropospheric range 
errors as suggested in Chapter 7 would be an ambitious undertaking for the future. 

It would not be meaningful to design the entire receiver processor because that would 
amount to reinventing the wheel for most of its part since much of it is included in any 
conventional receiver processor. It would be more meaningful to design only the add-on 
blocks that perform the surface refractivity and the elevation angle computation and then 
interface them into an existing design. The use of a GPS development kit is suggested for 
this purpose. Such kits provide access to processing stages and variables that are 
inaccessible in a practical receiver processor. 

Suitable sensors could be used for the transformation of temperature and pressure into 
analog voltages that could then be converted into binary data. The block that computes 
surface refractivity may be DSP based. 

The block that computes the elevation angle could also be DSP based. The inputs to this 
block, namely the receiver positions and satellite positions are outputs from standard 
blocks in existing designs. These inputs will be binary sequences in any case. 

A modification will however be necessary to the existing block that performs the 
Navigational Processing in order to make it capable of dealing with the additional range 
error input. 

The investigation of the validity of the meteorological data that was used is also well 
within the scope of any future work. A statistical analysis on observations of the same 
parameters for the past five years may yield a better understanding of the behaviour of 
the said parameters over time. This may also shed some light on the deviation of the 
established results from those of Altshuler and kalaghan. 
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ANNEX 

SOURCE LISTING OF SIMULATION PROGRAM 

% Program to simulate Tropospheric Range Error Correction for the GPS 
% MATLAB 5 . 3 

% This program simulates the measurement of pseudo-ranges, simulates 
the sensing of refractivity, computes range error and estimates 
receiver position. 

^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

% ATHULA SENEVIRATNE 

<£j *************************************************** 

% INPUT SATELLITE EPHEMERIS 
% INPUT PSEUDO-RANGES 
% INPUT COARSE RECEIVER POSITION 
% INPUT SURFACE PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE 
% COMPUTE SURFACE REFRACTIVITY 

% WHILE ERROR VECTOR IS NOT TRIVIAL 
% COMPUTE ANGLE OF ELEVATION 
% COMPUTE RANGE ERROR 
% CALCULATE 'G' VECTOR AND GEOMETRY MATRIX 
% COMPUTE ERROR VECTOR 
% CORRECT POSITION ESTIMATE USING ERROR VECTOR 
% ENDWHILE 
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% GPS Positional Computation with tropospheric range error correction 

% Get satellite positions w.r.t. earth centered XYZ system 
% Default value set is given as these values better not be arbitrary 
%• User may change them at the risk of convergence 

titlel = 'Satellite ephemeris for satellite # 01' 
title2 = 'Satellite ephemeris for satellite # 02' 
title3 = 'Satellite ephemeris for satellite # 03' 
title4 = 'Satellite ephemeris for satellite # 04' 

prompts = {'X coordinate(m):','Y coordinate(m):','Z coordinate(m):'} 
lines = 1 

default_coordinatesl 
default_coordinates2 
default_coordinates3 
default_coordinates4 

{ '7622257.263', '1320213 6.85', 
{'3404894.687', '24227084.56 ' , 
{'70762 66.007','24677 872.28', 
{'0','26541575.77','-1390985. 

'21771423.03'} 
'-10384851.93'} 
'6878892.581'} 
045 ' } 

svl=inputdlg(prompts,titlel,lines,default_coordinatesl) 
sv2=inputdlg(prompts,title2,lines,default_coordinates2) 
sv3=inputdlg(prompts,title3,lines,default_coordinates3) 
sv4=inputdlg(prompts,title4,lines,default_coordinates4) 

digits(12) 

sv = 
[vpa(str2double(svl)),vpa(str2double(sv2)),vpa(str2double(sv3)),vpa(str 
2double(sv4))]' 

% At this point matrix sv contains the coordinates of the 4 satellites 
in a 4x3 
% matrix of type double, each row corresponds to a satellite while the 
columns 
% represent the x,y and z coordinates respectively. 
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% Satellite pzeudoranges 
% Default value set is given as these values better not be arbitrary 
% User may change them at the risk of convergence 

title5 = 'Receiving PRN Signals from 4 Satellites' 

prompt5 = {'Pseudo-ranges measured from satellite # 0 1 P s e u d o - r a n g e 
measured from satellite #02:','Pseudo-range measured from satellite 
#03:','Pseudo-range Measured from satellite #04:'} 
lines = 1 

default_pseudoranges = 

{ '23158346 .4 ' , ' 21230558.4 ' , '20346943.8', '20428641.00 ' } 

P = 

vpa(str2double(inputdlg(prompt5,title5,lines,default_pseudoranges))) 

% Column vector 'p' carries the 4 pseudoranges 
% Next input is the initial estimate of receiver position. 
% Here again, default values are suggected 

title6 = 'Enter Initial receiver state (position) in meters' 

prompt6 = {'Enter X coordinate:','Enter Y coordinate:','Enter Z 
coordinate:','Enter receiver clock bias (meters) [default strongly 
recommended]:') 
lines = 1 

initial_receiver_state = { ' 11014 60.922', '6246695.305 ' , ' 666682 . 538 ' , '0 ' } 

rO = 
vpa(str2double(inputdlg(prompt6,title6,lines,initial_receiver_state ))) 
rl = rO % saves initial rO for display 
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% Next, the surface refractivity is taken in with 260 (Sri Lankan 
average) 
% taken as default 

title7 = 'Sensing the value of surface refractivity' 

prompt7 = {'Enter surface pressure(millibars):','Enter temperature 
(Degrees Celcius):'} 
lines = 1 

values_of_PandT = {'1009.6','27 . 9'} 

S = str2double(inputdlg(prompt7,title?,lines,values_of_PandT )) 

% Now, all inputs are complete 
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% Next, the surface refractivity has to be computed using Smith & 
Weintraub equation 

N = 77.6*S(1)/(273+S(2)) 

% Compute range from each satellite to estimated position 

b = vpa([0; 0; 0; 0]) %state error vector 

test_value=l 

% Iterative loop starts here 

while test_value > 0.5 

computed_range = vpa([0; 0; 0; 0]) % initialize with zeros 
for i = 1 : 4 

computed_range(i) = vpa(sqrt((sv(i,1)-rO(1))~2 + 
(sv(i,2)-r0(2))"2 + (sv(i,3)-rO(3)) A2)) 

end 

% Compute directional derivative matrix (also called the geometry 
matrix) 

A = [0 0 0 1 , - 0 0 0 1 ; 0 0 0 1 , - 0 0 0 1] % initialize 

for i = 1 : 4 
for j = 1:3 

A(i,j) = (sv(i,j)-rO(j))/computed_range(i) 
end 

end 

G = vpa([0;0;0;0]); theta = vpa([0; 0; 0; 0]) 

for i=l : 4 
% calculate angle of elevation to each satellite 
xl=r0(l)*(r0(l)-sv(i,l)) + rO(2)*(rO(2)-sv(i,2)) + rO(3)*(rO(3)-

sv(i,3)) 
x2=r0(l)"2+r0(2)~2+r0(3)"2 
x3=(r0(l)-sv(i,1)) A2+ (rO(2)-sv(i,2))"2+ (rO(3)-sv(i,3))"2 
theta(i)=vpa(180/pi*asin(xl/sqrt(x2*x3))) 

G(i) = vpa(p(i) - computed_range(i) - ( 
(1.4588+0.002961*N)/sinltheta(i)*pi/180) - (0.001786*(N-360)"2 + 89.6)) 
* (abs(thetaU) ) "(-2.3) ) ) 
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%G(i) = 0.123 

end 

b = vpa(((inv(A'*A))*A')*G) 
rO = rO + b 

fprintf('Initial Estimated receiver state was \n\n\n') 

disp(t'X_Coordinate',rl(1) ] ) 
disp(t'Y_Coordinate',rl(2)]) 

disp(['Z_Coordinate',rl(3) ] ) 
disp(['Estimated_Clock_Bias_(scaled_to_meters) ',rl (4)]) 

fprintf('\n\n\nCorrected receiver state at end of this run is 
..\n\n\n\n') 

disp(['Corrected_X',rO(1)]) 
disp(['Corrected_Y',rO(2)]) 

disp(['Corrected_Z',rO(3)]) 
disp(['Corrected_Clock_Bias_(scaled_to_meters)',rO(4)]) 

disp( 'Hit any key to continue ') 
pause 

test_value = max(eval(b)) 

end 

% Iterative loop ends here 
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